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Paying a Debt
By Josepha A. Sena, Jr., Esq.
NIABA President
Auguri e benvenuti a tutti. I write to advise all members of another fabulous meeting scheduled for
Newport Beach, California from May 19-22, 2016. I urge all
members to attend. More information about the specific plans are
available in the article below and on our website.
Why do we meet? Is it merely to eat in nice Italian restaurants?
Is it, as said in the television show the Soprano's, to dine? Is it
merely a travel club?
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No, we meet to dine together, to share our common cultural
heritage, and to remember the sacrifice that our Italian immigrant
ancestors bequeathed to us. By meeting together we pay a debt
to those ancestors. By remembering our ethnic heritage we pay
a debt to our ancestors By promoting the interest of the legal community and the finest traditions
of the bar, we pay a debt to those ancestors. Of course, it may well be a debt that can never be fully
paid.
Together we can move forward, promote our common interests, and have fun at the same time. May
the forza be with us all.I look forward to seeing many of you in California.

Francis Donnarumma

Historian

Southern California in May

Imm. Past President

NIABA West Region VicePresident Damian Capozzola,
and NIABA Member and
Italian-American Lawyers
of Orange County Secretary
Anthony Modarelli, look
forward to hosting the Spring
2016 NIABA Board Meeting
on May 19-22 in Orange
County, CA. As always, the
social activites are open to any
NIABA member who would
like to attend.
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A terrific itinerary has been
planned around the traditional
Friday and Saturday morning
board meetings. The weekend
kicks off with a welcome

dinner on Thursday, May 19
at Canaletto Ristorante, one of
Orange County’s finest Italian
restaurants!
After the Friday board meeting
there will be
afternoon free
time before an
exciting evening
of fine food and
quality bocce!
Sharpshooters
from the Laguna
Niguel Bocce
Club will be on
hand to instruct
and lead the group in the finer
points of “the other beautiful

game” on the bocce courts
adjacent to Il Fornaio Irvine.
Finally, for the main event
on Saturday evening, we
have planned a dinner cruise

of lovely Newport Harbor.
We will be serenaded by
Continued on p. 2

Scholarship Fund Drive Passes One Third of Goal
Over the years NIABA has
joined with the Order Sons of
Italy (OSIA) and the National
Italian American Foundation
(NIAF) in funding and
granting annual scholarships
to worthy Italian-American
law students. Biographies of
some of our prior scholarship
recipients are featured on the
NIABA website.
With your assistance, NIABA
will be able to continue this
important program. We have
set a goal of raising $10,000
and are about one-third of the
way there! Now we're asking
members and friends to open
their hearts and make a tax
deductible contribution to our
Scholarship Fund. Any amount
you can afford would be
greatly appreciated.
As an added incentive for your
support of the next generation

of Italian-American attorneys,
NIABA board member Judge
Paul A. Victor has donated
his "Paulie Hots" special blend
of hot powered pepper (and
custom measuring spoons) to
be given to each of the first 10
members who contribute $500
or more to the Scholarship
Fund. You can read more
about Paulie Hots and the
health benefits of capsaicin.
In addition, Judge Victor
has agreed to match $100 of
each $500 or larger donation!
Let's make sure we take full
advantage of this generous
offer.
Donors of any size will also
receive their choice of either a
NIABA coffee mug or a lapel
pin.
Open your heart and your
wallet. Make a donation

Member News
R. James Amaro was selected as a Superlawyers Rising Star for
2016, his third year in a row.

Save the Date

Rome CLE
Whether you attended
NIABA's CLE in Rome last
October or not, you'll want
to make the trip next year.
We're planning another unique
program of specially selected
speakers, field trips, and food.
Mark your calendar now for
September 25-28, 2017 and
watch for more details.

Valeria Camboni Miller has joined Family
Law Italy as attorney/collaborator. The firm
is located in Rome, and Miller will provide
services to Italians residing in the United
States.
* * * * *
Stephen J. Savva is executive producing 50 Cent Presents,
a variety series starring the rapper and actor Curtis "50 Cent"
Jackson, to appear on the A&E Network.
* * * * *
Valerio Spinaci presented a seminar at Florida International
University on "Current Opportunities for Italian Vestors, Startups, and Entrepreneurs" with the Italian Consulate.
* * * * *
Send your news to NIABA Administrator Dana Robb at dana@
barefoot-marketing.com. We will use items as space permits.
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in honor or in memory of
someone who had an impact
on your career as an attorney.
If you have a special event
or recognition coming up,
consider requesting that
contributions be made to the
fund in leu of gifts.
Donate online now with a
credit card, or drop a check
in the mail to the address
below. NIABA needs your
help to maintain this worthy
program. The support resulting
from your generosity will
provide long term rewards
to the individual scholarship
recipients and to our
community at large.
Make checks payable to
NIABA and mail them to:
2020 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
PMB 932
Washington, DC 20006

Meeting,
continued from page 1

opera singers while dining
and mingling with ItalianAmerican lawyers from San
Diego to San Francisco on The
Wild Goose, the boat formerly
owned by than John Wayne
(and often frequented by Frank
Sinatra back in the day!).
Thanks to Los Angeles ItalianAmerican Lawyers PastPresident, Tom Girardi, for his
generous sponsorship of the
Saturday evening event!
It will be a terrific weekend
and all NIABA members
and guests are encouraged
to attend and participate, so
please register online ASAP so
that you don't miss a minute!

“Best Hotel in Town!!!”

The European Legal Battlef ield Over False Online Reviews
By Fabio Giallanza
In December 2014, the Italian
Trade and Competition
Authority (“AGCM”), issued
a €500,000 fine against
TripAdvisor for engaging
in deceptive commercial
practices.1 TripAdvisor
published statements claiming
the genuine character and
reliability of the reviews
it hosts. These statements,
according to the AGCM,
deceived consumers by
bolstering their trust on the
authentic character of the
reviews.2
The AGCM decision contains
an interesting reference to the
“active role” interpretation of
hosting provider immunity,
which is in contrast with
established European and
Italian case law on the
matter. On July 13, 2015,
the Regional Administrative
Court of Lazio (“TAR”,
the court which adjudicates
appeals of sanctions issued
by independent agencies)
overturned the AGCM
decision and annulled the
fine against TripAdvisor.3
TripAdvisor’s role and
potential liability for hosting
false reviews was also the
subject of a recent decision by
the Tribunale di Grosseto.
The AGCM decision
Hotel owner unions and
consumers organizations are
vigorously advocating for
a higher accountability of
review websites. The case in
front of the AGCM saw the
intervention of Federalberghi,
the trade union of hotel
owners, along with Unione
Nazionale Consumatori, one

of Italy’s major consumer
organizations.4 The AGCM,
which has
authority to
enforce the
Italian statute
on unfair
commercial
practices,5
evaluated
the potential
deceptive effect
of statements
found on
TripAdvisor,
such as:
• "It does
not matter
whether you
prefer hotel chains or niche
hotels: on TripAdvisor you
can find several true and
authentic reviews you can
trust."
• "Millions of travellers have
published online their most
sincere views on hotels, beds
& breakfast, pensions and
much more still.”
• "TripAdvisor provides
reliable trip advice,
published by real
travellers.”6
To evaluate the claimed
reliability of the reviews,
the decision analyzes
TripAdvisor’s review
monitoring system and postreview procedures7 as well as
findings of misuse reported by
Federalberghi, which created
a fake account and posted
false reviews, to prove the
inadequacy of the monitoring
system.8
The Authority found that
TripAdvisor is unable to
ascertain the truthfulness of
the reviews and, therefore,
its claims of reliability are

misleading.9 Based on the
seriousness and duration

accountable for the effects of
fake reviews.

of the misleading practice,
the AGCM imposed a fine
of €500,000.10 Recovering
damages from TripAdvisor for
the negative effect of the false
reviews it hosts, however,
can prove much harder, if not
impossible.

Hosting provider
immunity, its judicial
construction and
TripAdvisor’s position
The European Community
Directive 2000/31/EC
(“Directive on Electronic
Commerce” or “the
Directive”) aims at ensuring
“the proper functioning of the
internal market by ensuring the
free movement of information
society services between the
Member States.”12

While ordinary principles of
tort liability may attach to the
individual author of a false
review,11 obtaining recovery
of damages may be arduous.
The costs of identifying
the author and executing a
judgment may well exceed
the amount of recovery.
Collecting on a judgment may
also be practically impossible.
TripAdvisor, instead, is a
successful multi-national
company with millions of
dollars in revenue, and usergenerated reviews play a
crucial role in its commercial
success. The ever-increasing
importance of online
reputation as a guiding factor
for consumer decision-making
raises questions as to whether
TripAdvisor and other review
websites are sufficiently

European directives are
not self-executing. Instead,
member states are required
to “receive” them through
an internal legislative act,
often a verbatim copy of the
document. Italy, for example,
received the Directive on
Electronic Commerce through
Legislative Decree 70/2003.
The Directive disciplines
several aspects of online
commercial activities, such
as the establishment of
websites and commercial
communications, among
the others. Article 14 of the
Continued on p. 4
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Online Reviews, continued from page 3
Directive protects websites
from any liability resulting
from information they store
at their users’ request, when
they lack actual knowledge
of its illegal nature. Recital
42 in the preamble, specifies
that a provider qualifies for
the immunity Article 14 when
the service it offers “is of a
mere technical, automatic and
passive nature”, which implies
that the service provider “has
neither knowledge of nor
control over the information
which is transmitted or
stored.”

courts, and recently the
AGCM, from narrowly
construing Art. 14. A
recurring argument in these
decisions is that organizing

In the 2001 decision Google
France S.A.R.L. v. Louis
Vuitton S.A.,13 the Court of
Justice of the European Union
(“ECJ”) broadly interpreted
the scope of hosting provider
immunity. The issue in front
of the ECJ was whether an
advertisement referencing
service is a hosting provider
under Art. 14.14 The ECJ
restated the standard set forth
in Recital 42 as the guiding
canon to determine whether
an internet service consists of
mere “hosting.”15

and systematizing the stored
information constitutes an
“active role”. In Vivi Down
v. Google,19 the Tribunal of
Milan found a number of
Google executives guilty
of “wrongful treatment of
personal data,” a crime in
Italy.20 The Milan court stated
that Google had an “active
role” and was therefore not
protected by Art. 14 immunity,
because it organized and
managed the files uploaded
by its users into several
categories.21 Further, the
video had appeared in the
“most viewed” section of the
website and, as such, it was
possible to infer that Google
had knowledge of the video
contents.

The remuneration that Google
receives for the AdWords
service, as well as the
concordance between the term
searched and the keyword
selected by the advertiser, were
deemed irrelevant.16 Google’s
involvement in drafting the
commercial message, instead,
was found to be relevant in
establishing knowledge and
control.17 Thus, editing the
stored information certainly
crosses the “passive role” line
because it necessarily leads the
provider to gain knowledge of
the stored information.18
Google France did not
discourage some national

The AGCM decision ignores
Google France and the Vivi
Down ruling by the Corte di
Cassazione, suggesting that the
organization of user-generated

The Authority found that TripAdvisor’s very
own statements as to the genuine and sincere
character of its reviews deceived consumers,
in violation of the Italian statute prohibiting
unfair commercial practices.

All convictions, however, were
later overturned by the Court
of Appeals, which observed
that hosting providers cannot
be required to exercise control
over the enormous volume of
information they store.22 The
Italian highest court, the Corte
di Cassazione, confirmed the
Court of Appeals decision,23
reasoning that Google would
“merely provide users with
a platform to upload their
videos.”24

content constitutes an “active
role.”25 The decision states:
“106. Lastly, the alleged
status of hosting provider
which the professional
attributes to itself so
as to exclude its own
responsibility for the
conduct complained of and
to valorize the voluntary
nature of the checks
undertaken, is found to be
irrelevant. The professional
does not content itself
with memorizing the
information but, due
to the business model
developed by it, it also and
in fact mainly performs an
activity of classification
and systematization of the
information.” (emphasis
added).
It should be immediately noted
that in the AGCM decision,
TripAdvisor’s defense is
somewhat misplaced.26 The
Authority did not fine the
website for hosting false
reviews. Rather, the Authority
found that TripAdvisor’s
very own statements as to the
genuine and sincere character
of its reviews deceived
consumers, in violation of
the Italian statute prohibiting

unfair commercial practices.27
The fine punishes TripAdvisor
as the content provider, the
author and publisher of the
statements.
European courts at the
highest level have broadly
interpreted Art. 14. A website
that organizes content
uploaded by its users, in
the absence of meaningful
editing activity, can avail
itself of hosting provider
immunity. TripAdvisor’s
potential for liability due to
hosting false and defamatory
reviews is therefore minimal.
TripAdvisor merely provides
a platform where its users can
share their experiences and
rate travel establishments,
whether they actually visited
them or not, and falls within
the scope of hosting provider
immunity.
A recent decision by the
Tribunale di Grosseto,28 issued
on January 15, 2016, further
confirms TripAdvisor’s role
as a host. A hotel owner in
Tuscany sued TripAdvisor for
defamation because a review,
using profane language,
made remarks on the sanitary
condition of the premises.
The plaintiff claimed that
TripAdvisor had defamed
the hotel by: 1) publishing
the statements because
TripAdvisor, by exercising a
filter of the reviews that appear
fraudulent, allegedly lost the
neutrality which is typical of a
hosting provider, 2) failing to
promptly remove the review
upon the hotel’s request, and
3) refusing to provide the hotel
with the name of the author of
the review. The court rejected
all of these arguments.
The court strongly refused the
argument that hosting provider
Continued on p. 5
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Online Reviews, continued from page 4
immunity can be lost by
exercising a filtering activity
of the reviews. The court cited
to case law of the European
Court of Justice and Italian
courts for the proposition that
the scope of hosting provider
immunity should be broadly
interpreted in the interest
of protecting freedom of
expression and information
over the internet.29 If anything,
the filtering activity constitutes
an ancillary feature that
TripAdvisor has in place to
improve the quality of its
hosting service and does not
constitute an editing activity.30
The court also rejected the
plaintiff’s suggestion that
TripAdvisor gained knowledge
of the defamatory nature of
the review and then failed
to remove it for four days.
Hosting providers can gain
knowledge of the illicit nature
of information they store
only5through a request for
removal made by the judiciary,
the only competent authority
to determine whether the
information is defamatory.31
Finally, the court excluded that
TripAdvisor was under any
obligation to provide the name
of the author of the review.32
Only the courts can order the
release of such information
and the plaintiff made no such
demand in these proceedings.33
The decision by the Tribunale
di Grosseto applies European
case law to logically conclude
that TripAdvisor is a hosting
provider within the scope of
the Directive on Electronic
Commerce. In general,
however, judicial attempts
to bypass hosting provider
immunity suggest that there
is a lack of consensus on
hosting provider immunity,
sometimes seen as overly

protective of hosting
providers.34 With specific
reference to TripAdvisor,
European Parliament members
have repeatedly questioned
the Commission on the issue
of false reviews.35 Trade
Unions representing hotel
owners, such as the Italian
Federalberghi or the French
Union des Métiers et des
Industries de l’Hôtellerie,36
are actively advocating for
a higher accountability of
review websites.37
Conclusions
The Italian Trade and
Competition Authority has
recently scrutinized the
reliability of hotel reviews
hosted on TripAdvisor finding
that many reviews were false
or unreliable. The Authority
fined the website because
it published statements that
would deceive consumers
by increasing their trust in
the reliability and objectivity
of the reviews it hosts. A
subsequent appeal to the
TAR of Lazio resulted in the
annulment of the fine.
While the fine by the AGCM
punished TripAdvisor for its
own conduct, any attempt
to recover damages from
TripAdvisor for hosting
false reviews would be
automatically barred by
the immunity contained in
the Directive on Electronic
Commerce.
The immunity afforded to
hosting providers appears
justified for two sets of
reasons:
1. The practical impossibility
for a review website
to verify the truth of
allegations made in usergenerated reviews38 and
2. Reviews can have beneficial
pro-competitive effects.

As such, a change in the
current allocation of liability
for the publication of online
reviews seems impractical and
undesirable. Conversely, by
its own initiative, TripAdvisor
could adopt more credible
preventive measures, such
as identity verification, to
improve the quality of its
travel reviews.
Fabio Giallanza is an attorney
in Miami. A graduate of the
Shepard Broad College of
Law at Nova Southeastern
University, he holds a law
degree from Università degli
Studi di Roma Tre in Rome,
Italy.
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NIABA "Merch" Available
Show your NIABA
pride with our new
oversize coffee mug
and full-color lapel
pin. The mug holds
a generous 22 oz.
and is perfect for
coffeee, tea, soup, or
tortellini! The lapel
pin is professional,
attractive, and easy to
read. Both are available on our website -- $15 for the mug, $6 for
the pin, postage included -- or as our gift with a donation to the
scholarship fund of $100 or more.
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U.S. Law Students Visit In Italy
Robin Paul Malloy, E.I. White
Chair and Distinguished
Professor of Law at Syracuse
University, NIABA Board
Member, and Editor-in-Chief
of THE DIGEST, developed
a new course this spring
and took a group of 16 law
students to Rome and Florence
to study land planning and
property law in Italy during
Spring Break.
The overall purpose of the
course was to give students
exposure to an Italian and
European approach to property
law and regulation. The
focus was of the course was
threefold:
1. Learning about property
development and land
planning in the context of
a World Cultural Heritage
location where the need
for historic and cultural
preservation are highly
valued and regulated;
2. Learning about the Civil
Law legal system of Italy
and Europe as it relates to
the particular concerns of
property law; and

Law students from Syracuse University pose on the rooftop of Italy's Constitutional Court with
Judge Amato, a former prime minister.
3. Evaluating the accessibility
of the urban landscape in
terms of land use law and
disability.
While in Rome the students
had lectures from Italian
law professors, met with the
President of the European
Notary Society at the Rome
Notary Office (Notaries handle
all property transactions in
Italy); and went to the Italian
Constitutional Court for a tour
and a personal meeting with
Judge Amato (a sitting Judge

and a former Prime Minister).
The meeting with Judge
Amato lasted for an hour and
a half and covered a variety
of topics addressed by Italy's
highest Constitutional Court.
In addition to Rome students
traveled to Florence, where
they had lectures and tours
related to the cultural and
artistic history of Florence, and
about the urban development
and land planning of the city.
Students also enjoyed a lecture
at Villa Rosa, the home of the

Syracuse University campus in
Florence.
Their host in Italy was Dr.
Luca Arnaudo, Senior Editor
of THE DIGEST for Italy
and Europe. Dr. Arnaudo is
a lawyer and PhD economist
who works for the Italian
Government and teaches at an
Italian University.
Copies of several recent
issues of THE DIGEST were
presented to Judge Amato by
Professor Malloy.

Affiliate Highlights
Il Circolo, Miami, FL
“An Evening In Capri” gala
was held March 6 and honored
the 40th anniversary of the
founding of Il Circolo, the
Italian Cultural Society of the
Palm Beaches. Nearly 300
guests were in attendance to
celebrate.

NIABA Executive Vice President Paul Finizio and NIAF
President and CEO John M. Viola, honoree at the Il Circolo 40th
Anniversary Gala.

The evening began al fresco
with a silent auction, cocktails
and antipasti, then continued
in the ballroom, which was
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fragrant with the smell of
lemons from the Capriinspired centerpieces.
Pamela Fiori was named
Woman of the Year for her
dedication to, and knowledge
of, Italian culture. John
M. Viola received the
Distinguished Leadership
Award for his role as president
and chief operating officer of
the National Italian American
Foundation.

Welcome New NIABA Members
Welcome to the following
members, who joined NIABA
between January 7th and
April 17th.
Brian Annino
Annino Law Firm, LLC
707 Whitlock Ave., Ste E16
Marietta GA 30064
770-427-1161
brian@anninolawfirm.com
Richard Steven Annunziata
Brennan, Manna & Diamond
27200 Riverview Center Blvd,
Ste. 310
Bonita Springs FL 34134
239-841-9237
rsa@bmdpl.com
Thomas F. Baker II
3411 W. Fletcher Ave., Ste A
Tampa FL 33618
813-606-4545
tbaker@hsleelaw.com
Valeria Benasciutti
39, Majno Avenue
Milan Italy
valeria.benasciutti@gmail.com
Damon Borrelli
16 Countryside Dr.
Cumberland RI 02864
borrellilaw@gmail.com
Mickey Busca
Busca Law Firm
300 State St., Suite 315-316
New London CT 06320
860-447-3222
mickey@mjbuscalaw.com
Jonathan Canestri
Updike, Kelly & Spellacy
100 Pearl Street, 17th Floor
Hartford CT 06103
203-214-4024
jonathan.canestri@gmail.com
Daniel G. Cantone
Cantone Law Firm, P.C.
5426 West Genesee Street
Camillus NY 13031
315-484-9255
dgc@canlawpc.com
Claudia Carbone
claudia.carbone91@
gmail.com
John Anthony Carriel
George Washington 		
University School of Law
3101 N. Hampton Dr., 419
Alexandria VA 22302
201-951-4580
jcarriel@law.gwu.edu

Enrico R. Costantini
Kevin Kelly & Associates, PC
2505 Main Street, Suite 221
Stratford CT 06615
203-647-3340
rick@kevinkellylaw.com

Ellen Keane
UConn Health Office of
		 Diversity and Equity
16 Munson Road
Farmington CT 06030
203-982-0755
ellenbkeane@gmail.com

Alexander K. Ognenovski
16 Wayland St, Unit 8
Delmar NY 12054
585-490-1806
aognenovski@albanylaw.edu

Dominick Lagravinese
2121 Market Street, #318
Philadelphia PA 19103
dlagra05@yahoo.com

Anita Paoli
Law Offices of A. Paoli, P.A.
1720 Harrison St., Suite 8C
Hollywood FL 33020-6828
954-924-8441
apaolilaw@comcast.net

Francis DiGiovanni
Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP
222 Delaware Ave., Ste 1410
Wilmington DE 19801
302-467-4266
francis.digiovanni@dbr.com

Adam Langino
Cohen Milstein Sellers and
		Toll, PLLC
2925 PGA Blvd., Ste 200
Palm Beach Gardens FL 33410
561-515-1400
alangino@cohenmilstein.com

Louis R. Pepe
McElroy Deutsch Mulvaney
		& Carpenter
One State Street, 14th Floor
Hartford CT 06103
860-241-2636
lpepe@mdmc-law.com

Harry Luis Dominguez
8733 SW 58 Place
Miami FL 33193
305-202-2999
harry1971@msn.com

Amanda Laterza
60 Clearview Drive
Tinton Falls NJ 07724
917-613-4936
a.laterza@live.com

Carla Perrotta
General Motors
300 Renaissance Center
Detroit MI 48226
313-643-0016
perrotcm@yahoo.com

Lisa Ann DiFilippo
State Attorney's Office
3315 Tamiami Trail E, #602
Naples FL 34112
239-252-8002
lisaanndifilippo@gmail.com

Jerry Farrell
Jerry Farrell Jr. & Associates
Consulting, LLC
6 N. Main Street, Suite 202
Wallingford CT 06492
203-786-3709
jerryfarrell68@
		 zcclawfirm.com
Jordan Feldkamp
515 W Briar Pl, #810
Chicago IL 60657
jordanfeldkamp@gmail.com
Joseph W. Galasso III
Law Office of Joseph Galasso
3890 11st St., Suite 208
Riverside CA 92501
951-682-6074
jwg@formerdeputy
		districtattorney.com
Lauren Galvani
Baritz & Colman LLP
1075 Broken Sound Pkwy
NW, Suite 102
Boca Raton FL 33487
561-864-5100
lgalvani@baritzcolman.com
Jessica Honan
15 Sylvia Dr
West Islip NY 11795
631-456-0122
jhonan@law.cardozo.yu.edu
Hon. Nicholas Iacovetta
NYS Judiciary
265 E. 161st Street
Bronx NY 10451
718-618-3767
nji1948@hotmail.com

Giovanni Lombardo
16 Wessex Close Thames
Ditton, Surrey, UK
glombardolaw@gmail.com
Angelo Mancini
1985 S Ocean Dr., Apt 7J
Hallanadale Beach FL 33009
954-839-4223
aem322@psu.edu
Anthony Mastroianni
Anthony Mastroianni Esq
355 Post Ave., Suite 204
Westbury NY 11590
516-333-1711
amastrolaw@gmail.com
Tomasina C. Mastroianni
Nassau County Family Court
1200 Old Country Road
Westbury NY 11590
516-493-4032
stm3000@gmail.com
Richard James Montecalvo
Office of the State Attorney
P.O. Box 399
Fort Myers FL 33902
239-533-1108
tarrytown0@gmail.com
Roberta Moretti
Studio Legale Internazionale
Gaglione/Sliglaw LLP
viale Gioacchino Rossini 26
Roma Italy
robertam@sliglaw.com
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Ioana Petrou
1178 Holman Road
Oakland CA 94610
ipetrou@alameda.courts.
		ca.gov
Mark Thomas Resmini
73-48 173 St., 2nd floor
Queens NY 11366
718-909-3244
resmini.mark@gmail.com
Michelle Tarangelo
3409 1st Street
Oceanside NY 11572
michelle.tarangelo@live.law.
		cuny.edu
Steven W. Varney
16 Morrison St.
Vernon CT 06066
860-328-6715
stevenwvarney@gmail.com
Giovanni Tiberii Weller
Carmody Torrance Sandak &
		Hennessy LLP
195 Church Street
P.O. Box 1950
New Haven CT 06509
203-575-2651
gweller@carmodylaw.com

Notes from the NIABA Office
Don't Lose Your Benefits
On May 1st, anyone who
has not paid their 2016
dues will be removed from
our membership list. This
includes law student members
and first-year attorneys who
have free memberships but
still need to renew each year.
Don't lose out on any of the
benefits of your NIABA
membership! If you're not

sure whether you're a member
in good standing, just log into
your account on the NIABA
website. If you owe dues,
you'll see a notification. Then
you can pay online or mail
a check. Questions about
dues or logging in? Contact
NIABA Administrator Dana
Robb.
* * * * *

Grazie to Niaba's
Supporters
Our special thanks to those
members who are supporting
NIABA beyond their regular
membership dues this year.
Patron ($250 level)
Carl A. Capozzola
Joseph M. Gagliardo
John Genovese
H. Raymond Fasano
Joseph N. Giamboi
Thomas V. Girardi
J. Anthony Girolami
Michael O. Pansini
Thomas Panza
Prof. Peter Previte
Joseph Sena, Jr.
Sponsor ($100 level)
Arthur Aidala
Louis R. Aidala
Richard S. Annunziata
Andrew E. Anselmi
Peter S. Balistreri
Richard S. Calone
Damian Dominick Capozzola
Marco Cercone
Joseph C. Correnti
Mark A. Correro
Louis J. Cosenza
C. Jerome D'Aquila
Santo DiGangi
P. Charles DiLorenzo
Phillip P. DiLucente
William Dimitri
Francis M. Donnarumma
Hon. Joseph D. Frinzi

Arthur J. Furia
Anthony J. Gianfrancesco
Sally Ann Janulevicus
Giovanni Lombardo
Steven J. Madonna
Prof. Robin Paul Malloy
Frederic Marzilli
John M. Parese
Michael Pizzuto
Roberta Purcell
James Scarmozzino
Frank J. Schiro
Robert Silvani
Lauren D. Wilkins
Scholarship Fund Donors
(since April 19, 2015)
Anonymous
Claire Ambrosio
Paul Bergman
Timothy R. Cappolino
Mario Ciano
Mark Correro
P. Charles Dilorenzo
William Dimitri
Paul G. Finizio
Joseph D. Frinzi
Loricco Law Firm
Domenico Lucarelli
Steven J. Madonna
Michael Petruccelli
Roberta Purcell
Daniel P. Romano
Robert V. Russo
Hon. Paul A. Victor
Victoria Wagnerman
Salvatore Zambri

NIABA Digest Available
Online or in Print
Volume 23 of THE DIGEST
law journal, published by
NIABA and edited at the
Syracuse University College
of Law, is now available in
two formats:
• A PDF that can be read
online or printed is posted
on our website and can
be download at no cost to
members who are logged in.
• A bound hard copy can be
purchased on Amazon.com
for $20.90.
* * * * *
Euros Accepted
NIABA accepts checks in
euros for dues payments
and scholarship fund
donations. We hope this adds
convenience to some of our
overseas members.
* * * * *
Can We Refer You?
Is your profile up-to-date on
the NIABA website? If not,
you may be missing valuable
referrals! Members of the
public use the Lawyer Search
function, and sometimes
contact us directly, looking
for an attorney. The more
information in your profile,
the more likely they will
choose you.
Here are just a few of the
referrals we've given recently:
• California attorney with
knowledge of Italian
inheritance law
• Employment discrimination
attorney in Pennsylvania
• Italian speaking attorney
regarding real estate in Italy
Don't miss valuable
opportunities like these.
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Login and update your profile
now.
* * * * *
Member Logo Available
It's easy to
show your
NIABA
affiliation on
your firm's
website or
Member
marketing
materials. Contact the NIABA
office and we will send you a
file that is suitable for online
or print use.
* * * * *
NIABA Brochures
An electronic version (PDF)
of the NIABA membership
brochure is available on
our website. We encourage
you to share the brochure
with anyone who might be
interested in joining NIABA.
For hard copies to distribute
to your colleagues or group,
please contact the NIABA
office.
* * * * *
Reaching Out
to Law Students
NIABA membership is free
for law students and firstyear attorneys. If you know
of groups or events that we
should reach out to, please
contact the NIABA office and
we will mail brochures to the
organization you recommend.
* * * * *
How to Contact Us
NIABA Administrator Dana
Robb can be reached at
414-750-4404 or dana@
barefoot-marketing.com.

National Italian American Bar Association - Application for Membership
Duplication and redistribution of this document is encouraged.
You can also apply online at www.niaba.org

Name_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Firm Name__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Firm Address_________________________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip and Country_____________________________________________________________________________________
Office Phone__________________________________________

Fax_________________________________________________

Cell Phone ___________________________________________

E-mail_______________________________________________

Web Site ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Home Address________________________________________________________________________________________________
Home Phone_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Law School, w/ graduation year__________________________________________________________________________________
In which states and/or countries are you licensed to practice law?_______________________________________________________
Which languages (besides English) can you read and/or speak fluently?__________________________________________________
Areas of Practice (please select no more than three)
☐ Administrative
☐ Adoption
☐ Antitrust
☐ Appellate
☐ Arbitration/Mediation
☐ Banking
☐ Bankruptcy/Reorganization
☐ Business
☐ Civil Rights
☐ Class Actions
☐ Commodities
☐ Commercial Litigation
☐ Construction
☐ Corporate/Business
☐ Criminal
☐ Customs/International Trade

☐ Defamation
☐ Divorce
☐ Educator
☐ Employee Benefits
☐ Environmental
☐ Estate Planning
☐ Family Law
☐ Franchise
☐ General Practice
☐ Health Care
☐ Immigration
☐ In-House
☐ Insurance
☐ Intellectual Property
☐ Investment Banking
☐ Judge

☐ Labor/Empl/Mgmt Relations
☐ Litigation
Malpractice
☐ Accountant
☐ Attorney
☐ Medical
☐ Municipal
☐ Patent & Trademark
☐ Personal Injury (Plaintiff)
☐ Personal Injury (Defendant)
☐ Probate
☐ Product Liability (Plaintiff)
☐ Product Liability (Defendant)
☐ Professional Disciplinary
☐ Public Service
☐ Real Estate

☐ Real Estate Tax
☐ Retired
☐ Securities
☐ Social Security
☐ Tax
☐ Torts
☐ Traffic
☐ Training/Consulting/Education
☐ Wills and Trusts
☐ Workers Comp (Plaintiff)
☐ Workers Comp (Defendant)
☐ Zoning/Planning
☐ Other_____________________

Membership Status: ☐ Attorney ☐ Judge ☐ Retired ☐ Law student
Membership Level & Annual Dues: ☐ Regular ($50) ☐ Sponsor ($100) ☐ Patron ($250) ☐ Law student/first year attorney (free)
How did you learn about NIABA? ☐ Local Association ☐ Web Site ☐ The Digest Law Journal ☐ Referral ☐ Other
Would you like to make a contribution to the NIABA Scholarship Fund? ☐ $100 or more ☐ $50 ☐ $25 ☐ Other
Include your check, made payable to NIABA Scholarship Fund
I certify that I am at least one of the following: a lawyer of Italian birth or extraction; a lawyer related by marriage to a person of Italian birth or extraction; a lawyer
who is willing to support the purposes and objectives of NIABA. I further certify that I have been admitted to practice law and am in good standing in any country or
jurisdiction; or have been granted and possess a law degree from a college of law in any jurisdiction and would qualify for admission to practice law; or am currently a
law student in an accredited law school in any country or jurisdiction. All information I have provided is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.
Signature__________________________________________________________________________Date _________________________________________________

Please mail this form along with your membership dues and
any other amounts listed above. Make checks payable to NIABA.
NIABA
PMB 932
2020 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20006-1846

www.niaba.org
Phone: 414-750-4404
Fax: 414-255-3615
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